As a programmer when solving a problem, a number of conscious and unconscious cognitive operations are being performed. Problem-solving is a gradual and cyclic activity; as the mind is adjusting the problem to its schemas formed by its previous experiences, the programmer gets closer and closer to understanding and defining the problem. The primary cognitive operations the programmer uses to set up refining models are: language abstraction, analogy, algorithmic abstraction, decomposition-superposition, conversion, intuition, and variation. In our paper we are shedding new light on algorithmic abstraction, while explaining the es-sence of decomposition-superposition, a key element-pair in the cognitive toolkit of program-ming. 
The Cognitive Toolkit of Programming
As a programmer when solving a problem, a number of conscious and unconscious cognitive operations are being performed. Problem-solving is a gradual and cyclic activity; as the mind is adjusting the problem to its schemas formed by its previous experiences, the programmer gets closer and closer to understanding and defining the problem. We can say that programming is the series of the problem's models, based on finer and finer schemas, which need to be elaborated until the basis of the model is the vocabulary, or the set of instruction schemas, of the given programming language ( Figure 1 ). The primary cognitive operations the programmer uses to set up refining models are the following:  language abstraction [1] ,  analogy [1] ,  algorithmic abstraction,  decomposition-superposition,  conversion,  intuition,  and variation.
The programmer applies these tools a number of times, for a number of reasons. This is why we will have to mention the given tools more than once.
In our paper we are shedding new light on the well-known notion of algorithmic abstraction, while explaining the essence of decomposition-superposition, a key element-pair in the cognitive toolkit of programming. Our article closely connects to the argumentation started in [1] .
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Algorithmic abstraction
The programmer makes use of the cognitive tool of generalization many times and in manifold ways while programming. One of these ways is analogy-based thinking, which we have examined extensively in [1, 2] in connection with problem schemas. We have found that analogy-based thinking can be facilitated if we elaborate and introduce well chosen schemas. Since schemas are the results of abstraction, we need to analyze them from this aspect as well.
If we want to save memory, we can create the starting set of analogies by generalizing and abstracting numerous specific problems that are similar, together with their solutions. That is, we highlight their similarity while eliminating their difference, for the sake of finding the "common ancestor," the abstract core.
1
The elements of the analogy base are an abstract problem and the optimal solution. This thought leads us to the notion of programming theorems: abstract problem + abstract algorithm + verification. We do not need to keep verification in mind all the time; it is enough to perform it only upon introducing the theorem. Just as scientists do when using certain theorems: they check first the conditions and the goal of the research, then accept the truthfulness of the theorems to use without further examination. Needless to say, in public education verification is performed without any sort of formalism, just by common sense; however, it needs to take place, as it facilitates the understanding of how the algorithm and the problem are related. Table 1 provides an example to the definition of a programming theorem. [2/p.22] We are focusing on the programming theorems which are based on abstract problem types. Other methodologies might build similar but less programming theorems on abstract solution types [6] . 1 Note that by this we are offering a remedy for one of the critical claims of PISA, namely, an overly lexicalbased education.
 The headline of the specification is given as a function. The function's domain is constituted by the sets in the parentheses. (The direct product of these sets is the domain.) The set following the colon is the codomain. The description comes in handy mainly with the combination of theorems, because it helps to exclude some of the theorems that could be combined, and this way we can reduce the number of "analogies" to consider. Ultimately, it makes the thinking process more efficient.  The specification contains subtleties which can be used when going further. [2/pp.25-27] For example, the series "XH * " could have been expressed as: "XH N ", which creates a clear connection between two parameters (N and X), but in the next phase of programming it would, falsely, lead us to define "Type THk=Array(1..N:TH)". Regarding the missing N-X relation, it can be corrected in the precondition, as we have done so.  Programming theorems are well known in the methodology of programming. The 17 most important ones (and some special versions) are defined with their specific formalism in the literature: [4, 5] . The language that describes the problem, as shown by the above example, is based on the elements of graph theory and first-order predicate calculus. Let us add to the formalism that in public education students only need to read, not write in this language. That is, it is only its conscious use, not the formalism itself that matters at start.  When we teach specification in advanced programming, the focus is on the abstract mathematical concept of series. A number of other linguistic versions have been created for making specifications. For example [7] uses graphs instead of series. We have decided for the central role of series for didactic reasons: the concept of the series is closer to the notion of algorithmic array, often used by novice programmers. When using programming theorems, the programmer abstracts, naming and describing the subproblem, which implies a refinement, then looks for a theorem analogy, which could be used for the subproblem. Most often the programmer applies abstractions more basic than theorems. Let us see them.
When the programmer uses the strategy of designing from top to bottom, introducing a new procedure or function into the algorithmic language (refinement), the language itself is extended (compare with language abstraction [1] ). Enriching the vocabulary of a language entails two things. For one, it requires matching the "form" or syntax, and the expectation or specification of the concept, which is abstraction itself; for two, it calls for defining the meaning or semantics of the concept, which is its representation-implementation. In programming this form of building is traditionally algorithmic abstraction; that is, it has a narrower interpretation. Most often, the process advances gradually; that is, the solution needs to be refined step by step, until it reaches the level of the programming language (see decomposition). This is how we create the abstract concept hierarchy, quoting Dijkstra that fits the problem.
In our experience, understanding a concept occurs on two levels: first, the novice programmer realizes to have acquired the tool to shorten algorithms, then when applying it, the programmer wants to start parameterizing. It is interesting that students notice its benefit to shorten algorithms faster than its main advantage: that it enables the practice of the "divide and conquer" principle, thus allowing a better use of their mental energy. Some further difficulties regarding the concept of parametered refinement are the distinction and the proper interpretation of the formal and current parameters. Thus, the second level of understanding, as mentioned before, is in reality to overcome the abstraction challenges posed by parameters.
It is worth to mention another algorithmic thought related to abstraction. Keeping our method-ological principle of "generalizing the problem" [3/p.97] is an abstraction step in the design. Its essence is to make a program, fitting not just a specific problem but a wider circle of problems, by generalizing the concepts (primarily the constants) of the problem.
In the simplest case, we can define the solution by replacing the constants with symbols. The symbolic data can become additional input parameters but they can also be symbolic constants (which we call internal or latent parameters). Even in the latter case, we have the benefit that changing the value of the constant can be done with one move and with complete safety.
For example, in the problem where we need to "list basketball team players taller than 210 cm," we might want to generalize  using the constant or additional input parameter Height (with 210 as initial value), instead of using just 210, and  even though the problem mentions a basketball team, setting a specific quantity, we can declare the number of players by a constant or a variable called Number. We can do the same with types "induced" by the problem. Namely, our program will work with more general basic sets. Naturally, generalization can trigger obvious efficiency questions as well. For example, regarding the above problem the generalizations will affect these types:
 we can work with integers, or scalars instead of expressing height in cm,  we can use diverse series-types, not just arrays, to define the data of the players. The third case of problem generalization is weakening the precondition. Perhaps the simplest case is when we trace back a selection problem to a programming theorem, annulling the precondition which would require the element type in search to be part of the input series. Therefore, the generalization examined above challenges the programmer less in abstracting, and much more in finding the ideal balance between problem-level generalization and design-level efficiency.
We can blend problem-abstraction with refinement-abstraction. Let us see the above problem. Instead of the relation of height constraint, we can use a logical function that stands for the generalized property (that is, which generalizes the relation). This way, our solution can be applied, with only minor changes, in any other problem where it is just the player's "property" that differs from the above.
In this subchapter we have covered the following fields of generalization:
 problem generalization -problem parameters, types  abstraction of solution schemas -programming theorems Volume  specific program solution to specific problems →  instruction and data abstraction -abstract instruction types: sequence, branch, loop; data types: basic types; complex types: record, array, file →  their "re-specification" -specified instruction and data (types) →  their abstraction -programming patterns: programming theorems; type constructions: modules, parametered types →  their "re-specification" -"specific" theorems →  their abstraction -algorithm level: parametered mappings; data level: generalized series or set from array →  their "re-specification" -algorithm level: specific parametered theorem-functions, applications → theorem combination = function combination → code level: the template is created, class pattern, generic notion The same applies to the metamorphosis of the data concept according to [9] .
Decomposition-superposition
Decomposition means to break down a complex problem into the unity of more basic problems. When we reverse the relation, we talk about superposition: in this case, we build up a complex problem from basic problems. The essence, however, is the same: to relate the complex problem and the basic ones.
About the well-known psychological limits of the human mind, psychologist László Mérő claims: the short-term memory of the human mind can store maximum 72 schemas or cognitive structures per person. [10/p.12] Simply speaking, this means that when designing we cannot handle plans whose complexity activates more schemas than the above number. Keeping this in mind, we have to realize that the principle of building from top to bottom, or "divide and conquer" in mundane words, applied by structured programming, addresses this very human weakness, only without numbers. Consequently, it is a principle inherent to programming.
The essence of this cognitive operation is to repeatedly redefine the problem with a refining op-eration set until it reaches the instructions of the algorithmic language. Each level offers a complete solution to the problem, but the schemas (or as we have used it so far: the refinements) of the given level break down into 5-9 more basic micro-schemas (or: refinements, or defined operations). We can see this in the third schema transformation of the programming model in Figure 1 Two comments need to be added here:
On the one hand, merging the subproblems (or, in psychological terms, the schemas) means se-lecting the appropriate instruction management. The subproblems need to be ordered on the relevant level of recursion. Their relations need to be determined, for which one of the following -or their combinations -are available:
 sequence -several subproblems in a coordinate relation, each of which need to be executed;  branch -several subproblems with independent conditions, of which only those with true conditions need to be executed; they are in subordinate relations compared to the whole branch;  loop -the subproblems, comprising the core of the loop, need to be executed "depending on the condition"; they are in subordinate relations compared to the whole branch. On the other hand, subordination and coordination are relevant for many reasons. First, the relation influences how the algorithm is described. Second, it also affects its complexity. When we extend the program by coordinating instructions, we increase its complexity in a linear or additive way, but when we subordinate them, like in a complex structure, complexity is multiplied exponentially. It is nicely expressed by a well-known complexity measure, depth complexity, which expresses the complexity of a substructure of a program by assigning to it, in the index of the power of two, the number of higher order structures the specific substructure is embedded into [12/p.103] , and the overall complexity of the program will be their sum. Thus, by applying refinements the complexity of the program will decrease, which is not just what we expect but what numbers will show. To choose from the three problem-construction modes, novice programmers can turn to the principle of "process according to structure" [13/p.46] for help. This principle creates a tight bond between the data structure to process and the algorithm-structure managing the process. Applying the principle means that problem world. The aim is to define a higher level "language" which helps solve special problems more easily. Typically, it means defining a new type-construction (like graphs, trees, or data sets with special structures), or specifying some routine library, and their representation-implementation. In such a case, the goal is not to solve a problem with a program, but to create the toolset of the program. If the aim of a program is traditional (decompositional) programming, such as creating problemsolving tools, then the superpositional approach aims to provide the toolkit necessary for these problem-solving tools. In other words, they are not interchangeable. Especially considering that we use decomposition even when creating certain more complex "tools."
Summary
In our paper we have examined two of the 7 cognitive operations (methods) as identified by us; we wrote about algorithmic abstraction and the complement pair of decomposition-superposition. We use algorithmic abstraction in a broader sense than traditionally, while decomposition and superposition are understood as two strategies that complement, not replace, each other when designing more complex systems.
The cognitive tools we have covered do not have clear-cut boundaries but can extend into the domain of the others. Nevertheless, it is useful to distinguish them for the sake of independent scrutiny so we can explore each cognitive mechanism. An important consequence of this is that we can develop methods that facilitate the use of the given cognitive tools. Primarily, they will make programming more efficient, but very often they will have a positive impact on problem-solving thinking as well.
